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ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 251
described in Art. 239. If pf be the density of the homoeoid, its surface density is p'pdm/m. The potential of this element may be found by writing ma, <fec., ??i2w, m-\ for a, &c., w, X in the general expression (II.) of Art. 247, and multiplying the density by afl>3chdmlm. The potential is thus seen to be
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We shall write 7?i2-l + JK for the quantity in square brackets, this being its value when expressed in terms of R.
To find the potential of the ellipsoid we multiply by (1 - m2)*"1 (see equation (1) of Art. 239) and integrate from m=0 to m=l. The potential of the solid heterogeneous ellipsoid at an external point is therefore
F=S fidm* r
Jo    7 A,
du (I - m2)*-1 (»»a - 1 4- R)n F (u),
where P (u) contains all the factors which are independent of m, thus
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Since the attracted point is external to the ellipsoid, \ is not zero and it is necessary to change the order of integration by the process described in Art. 239. The <j> (u) of that article is here called 1-R and since n = l, we have e=X. The new limits are at once seen to be 7/t2=l - JR to 1 and u=\ to oo . The potential V
dm- (I - w2)*"1 (m1 - 1 + Ii')nF (u).
The integration with regard to ?w2 is effected by putting l-m2=Rv so that dm2=-Rdv and the limits become v = l to 0.   We then find by using Euler'a
gamma function,
' = S f
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Substitute for F (?/) its value given above and this at once reduces to the expression for V given in Art. 247.
251. To find the potential at an external point of an elliptic disc whose surface density at any point %, y, z is cr = M----2 ~ fa)
where n is not necessarily integral.
We regard the disc as the limit of a solid ellipsoid whose axis of c is zero. By Art. 245, corresponding values of the density p and potential V of the ellipsoid are
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where the limits are \ to TD .
The mass enclosed by a prism standing on the base dxdy and extending both ways to the surface of the ellipsoid is
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